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The Signup F-up

The new signup has come and gone and it doesn’t
look good. On many of the runs, there are longer
hours with less platform time. In other words, we
will be working more with less time at home with
our families for less money. AC acts like it is a
mystery why people don’t come to work or stick
around at the agency. With stuff like this, how hard
is it to figure out?

Surveying The Public About
Screwing The Public

You may have seen AC’s posters hanging around
town - asking passengers to take surveys about what
they think should be the priorities of the transit
system. With the threat of looming budget cuts, we
know what this means - seeing which lines can be
cut back without too much push back. They want to
see how service can be cut back without causing too
much of a rise within the public. It’s like asking the
people that depend on the service which leg they
would rather give up. In a society with so much
wealth, why should we cut back any service? Why
do we need to accept these false choices?

Oakland Teachers Strike
As of the writing of this article, Oakland teachers

have been on strike since May 4th. They are not
only fighting for a living wage, which they are
currently the lowest paid in Alameda County, but
also more support for students that have the least
resources. Their fight is our fight!

The Multiple Executions
Of Jordan Neely

Recently a Black homeless man and Michael
Jackson impersonator, Jordan Neely, was killed by a
white Marine, Daniel Penny, in a New York subway
from suffocation from a chokehold that lasted
almost 15 minutes. Witnesses on the train report
that Neely was having a mental health breakdown,
screaming about having nothing to eat or drink.
Despite many witnesses saying that Neely posed no
threat to anyone, Penny alleges that he choked
Neely out of self defense.

Almost immediately after Neely’s murder, many
media outlets went into overtime to assassinate his
character to craft a narrative to say that “he had it
coming,” bringing up a criminal record including
multiple fare evasion and trespassing charges -
overwhelmingly crimes of being poor. Even if
Neely were guilty of the worst possible crimes in
his past, how do past crimes give another person the
right to be judge, jury and executioner?

Even though none of us personally knew Jordan
Neely, we know plenty of other people in his shoes
- people who make their way onto our bus who have
been so beaten down by this society that can barely
hold it together. With skyrocketing cost of living,
it's not hard to imagine a scenario in which any of
us could find ourselves living on the streets for a
period of time - surviving the elements, struggling
to find food, evading predators on the street or the
cops themselves. Imagine managing all of this while
being made to feel invisible by the general
population. How could we not have serious mental
problems?

Being poor, homeless and Black are all strikes
against a persons’ value in this current barbaric
system. Whether or not we happen to be the most
marginalized, this system leads to the
dehumanization of all of us!

WeWill Be Taking A Short
Break, The Next Newsletter
Will Come Out On June 19th


